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[09:17]     wseltzer: Hello NCSG 

[09:17]  Brandon_Ver: Hello. 

[09:18]     wseltzer: (thanks for the IRC integration!) 

[09:20]        Rafik: Hi there, 

[09:21]        Rafik: NCSG da rock :) 

[09:21]  Brenden_Kue: Hello 

[09:27]  Robin_Gross: audiocast and chat room: http://nbo.icann.org/node/8885 

[09:28]  Brenden_Kue: Audio dial in : http://ncdnhc.org/profiles/blogs/9-march-nairobi-ncsg-meeting 

[09:28]  Robin_Gross: dial-in detals: http://ncdnhc.org/profiles/blogs/9-march-nairobi-ncsg-meeting 

[09:49]     wseltzer: Is anyone listening in remotely? 

[09:50]  Brandon_Ver: Note: Dial-in information is 1-866-692-5726  Passcode: NCSG 

[10:00]  Robert_Hogg: brenden - you are now host again 

[10:04]     wseltzer: Avri explaining interest group formation 

[10:05]     wseltzer: start by gathering 10 people, that group gets an observer slot on the NCSG policy 

council, exec. 

[10:05]     wseltzer: Once group has demonstrated its participation, that transitions to a full voting spot. 

[10:09]  Robin_Gross: yes, obtain a space on both NCSG policy council and NCSG Executive Committee 

[10:11]     wseltzer: Avri: participation means sharing information, sending constituency-type 

statements, getting involved with NCSG issues 

[10:13]     wseltzer: other interest groups considering formation: development, free and open source 

software 

[10:14]     wseltzer: Alex Gakuru has led formation of consumer interest group 

[10:15]     wseltzer: technical and academic interest group 

[10:25]     wseltzer: philanthropic interests 

[10:33]  Robin_Gross: we don't want fortress-constituencies 

[10:53]  Fouad_Bajwa: This is Hakik 

[10:53]  Fouad_Bajwa: http://www.hakik.org/main.htm 



[10:54]        Fouad: This is hakik http://www.hakik.org/main.htm 

[10:54]        Fouad: www.hakik.org/main.htm 

[10:58]  Robin_Gross: candidates: http://gnso.icann.org/aoc-reviews/ 

[11:50]  Jorge_Amodi: 1,2,3 testing 

[11:55]  Jorge_Amodi: echo 

[12:03]  Nick_Ashton: Good morning all, just stopping by from time to time to see if anything technically 

is amiss 

[12:04]           MW: Hi Nick and everyone, thanks - everything seems to be working beautifully 

[12:04]  Jorge_Amodi: audiocast right now is perfect 

[12:05]  Jorge_Amodi: Nick thanks for the fast response with making the recordings available on-line 

[12:06]      nashton: Hey you are weclome 

[12:06]      nashton: welcome Jorge 

[12:06]      nashton: was one of the improvements we planned into this meeting 

[12:07]  Jorge_Amodi: now I don't sleep the entire day :-) 

[12:07]      nashton: ensuring that recordings were posted within two hours of session ending times 

[12:07]  Jorge_Amodi: half trying to participate live, half trying to catch up watching the recordings :-) 

[12:07]      nashton: If it takes an extra hour or two from time to time, pardon us, it has to do with speed 

of moving the recording files between boxes 

[12:08]  Jorge_Amodi: couple of hours is fine Nick 

[12:09]  Jorge_Amodi: much better than a couple of days, thing is that if you are able to put them up 

before you go to sleep, us on the other side of the world can catch up before the next conference day 

starts 

[12:10]      nashton: We actually have people working on posting materials around the clock throughout 

the meeting 

[12:10]      nashton: When people in Nairobi go off the air  to sleep, shifts in MdR take over, and there 

are big pieces of the day/night when there is overlap 

[12:12]  Jorge_Amodi: great job folks, I know it is not easy to put meetings like this together 

[12:14]  Jorge_Amodi: one thing I'd suggest is to remind participants to briefly mention their name when 

they speak 

[12:14]  Jorge_Amodi: some voices are well known and very easy to recognize but for other is just a 

guess 

[13:49]  Robin_Gross: test 

[13:50]          tlr: Robin, test failed 

[14:36] * wseltzer wonders whether any hedge funds are paying attention to new gTLDs 

[15:09]     wseltzer: The statement I proposed 

[15:09]     wseltzer: As it has been described here, the "Expression of Interest" is in fact a "Pre-Launch 

Application."  The NCSG does not support a "Pre-Launch Application" as described. 

[15:21]     wseltzer: http://www.icann.org/en/public-comment/ 

[16:23]     wseltzer: and we're done 

 


